
Request for Information 
Tidewater Landing Development 

Pawtucket, Rhode Island 

Response due date: April 9, 2021 

This Request for Information (RFI) solicits vendor information for a net-zero energy district as a 
part of a comprehensive plan for Tidewater Landing. 
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I. Introduction

On behalf of Fortuitous Partners, ETHOS issues this Request for Information (RFI) to solicit 
conceptual proposals for the design and operation of a net-zero energy district at Tidewater 
Landing, a 28-acre real estate development in Pawtucket, Rhode Island. 

Our ambition for Tidewater Landing is for it to become a global example of a net zero energy 
district that integrates distributed energy resources, zero emission mobility, connected 
buildings and control systems, resilient community energy planning, and efficient plans for 
waste and water. We seek solution providers to submit their ambitious concepts responding in 
whole or in part to the solution areas of this RFI. Our goal is to practically advance the 
deployment of the many technologies that together support net-zero energy planning. 

Proposals should include a conceptual business case that demonstrates the qualitative value-
streams such a project will create and would result in net project savings over a defined period 
of time. Proposals should attempt to provide quantitative calculations wherever possible.  

This RFI process is designed to identify and winnow solutions for consideration. The selected 
proposals will result in commercial conversations with a developer on a development 
opportunity with government and community support.  Although the RFI includes background 
information about the Tidewater Landing site, the RFI seeks new ideas, strategies and 
technologies that may be new to ETHOS and Fortuitous. More than one proposal may be 
selected and potentially combined into a single development plan. 

Although we have created a framework with eight topic areas, vendors should consider adding 
or adjusting these categories based on their understanding of “smart energy” for mixed use real 
estate developments. We urge vendors to be creative. Responses will be maintained as 
confidential. 

II. Background

Tidewater Landing is the largest economic development project in the history of Pawtucket.  
The proposed $300 million investment is an historic opportunity to transform Pawtucket’s 
riverfront, while supporting jobs and economic growth in the Blackstone Valley and Rhode 
Island. The Project Area comprises roughly twenty-five acres located along the Seekonk River 
divided into two development sites: The Tidewater site on the west side of the Seekonk River 
and the Division Site on the east side.  

The development will include key public infrastructure investments and new developments 
which will transform the underutilized Pawtucket riverfront into a vibrant, pedestrian-friendly 
corridor. The development will draw local, regional, and national foot traffic to Pawtucket. The 
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future Pawtucket/Central Falls train station will provide a close connection to mass transit for 
visitors and residents to travel to the site.  

The main components of the Tidewater Landing development include: 

• a stadium with a 11,000 seat initial capacity that can increase to 15,000 seats based on a 
United Soccer League franchise as the anchor tenant; 
 

• a mixed-use development including 435 housing units, 57,000 square feet of 
commercial/retail space and 60,000 square feet of office space; 
 

• an indoor event center with the potential to support electronic gaming; 
 

• a 120-key hotel scheduled for a future development phase. 

For a detailed description of the current Tidewater Landing development, RFI respondents 
should consult the Master Plan included as an attachment to this RFI. 
 
Fortuitous Partners: 
Fortuitous Partners is an investment firm that invests in real estate developments and 
operating businesses, particularly in sports anchored mixed use real estate projects. The 
principals of Fortuitous have decades of experience in real estate, public and private company 
operations, private equity, fund management, and tax incentive counsel. 
Fortuitous Partners is the sole developer of the 28-acre Tidewater Landing site and are set to 
finalize 50-year lease agreements with the owners of the site, the City of Pawtucket and 
National Grid.  

Brett M. Johnson, Founder and Principal of Fortuitous Partners, is a co-chairman and 
shareholder of Phoenix Rising Football Club. Fortuitous Partners has the exclusive rights to 
bring a USL team to Rhode Island.  

ETHOS:  
ETHOS (Energy Transformation of the Ocean State), an entity of Partnerships for RI, is a not-for-
profit collaboration of industry, utilities, innovators, government, and academia that was 
created to support Rhode Island’s statewide clean energy goals. ETHOS believes that investing 
in renewable energy is not only a societal imperative, but also a concrete way to generate 
economic development and energy equity in the state. Also, renewable energy resources 
present a clear opportunity to alleviate the pressure on an increasingly constrained natural gas 
system.   
 
ETHOS supports renewables investments in Rhode Island by facilitating the development of 
public private partnerships, providing energy strategy and project-based consultation services, 
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and supporting companies with their energy objectives. ETHOS is currently working on behalf of 
Fortuitous Partners to issue this RFI and will coordinate and receive the responses. Moving 
forward, ETHOS will integrate and manage responses into a single holistic picture of smart 
energy products and services for the Tidewater Landing development.  

III. Smart Energy Solution Areas 

Over the last decade, opportunities have dramatically increased for technologies to leverage 
renewable energy, integrated controls, automation, and other strategies for smart energy 
solutions. We seek to leverage these technologies for this project to achieve outcomes such as 
a resilient community energy district, a net zero energy district, or an all-electric district. 

ETHOS believes that a comprehensive set of smart energy products and services will address 
eight solution areas: energy (electricity / heat), communications, mobility, climate (carbon), 
resiliency, water and waste, environmental justice and green finance. ETHOS fully 
acknowledges that there may be products and services from topical areas outside of those 
mentioned that relate to smart energy. With this in mind, vendors are encouraged to include 
products and services that may fall outside of, but still support, the smart energy solution areas 
outlined in this RFI.  

The solution areas and examples of supporting products and services are described below: 

Energy (electricity / heat):  
Tidewater Landing will require reliable supply of electricity and heat.  Existing technologies 
increasingly demonstrate the potential for reliable electricity and heat to leverage distributed 
energy resources, such as solar, combined heat and power, battery storage, advanced building 
controls, efficient construction materials and designs, and district heating. We seek innovative 
proposals to leverage these technologies to provide a reliable energy supply. 
 
Communications: 
The expansion of machine-to-machine communications and the resulting increase in data 
consumption will put greater pressure on network capacity. This has the potential to cause 
latency problems with existing data and telecommunications connectivity and possibly dropped 
services with a detrimental effect on many devices. In order to meet the communications needs 
of Tidewater Landing, ETHOS seeks communications solutions including 5G and fiber optic 
broadband. 
 

Mobility: 
The Tidewater Landing site will have the Pawtucket/Central Falls train station and is situated 
next to Interstate 95, making mobility a key feature of this development. Mobility solutions can 
offer increased connectivity to transportation networks, provide multiple options to 
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accommodate transportation needs, and lead to cleaner air and other public health benefits. 
Examples of solutions in this topic area include EV charging infrastructure, vehicle to grid 
technologies, and electric fleet vehicles. In addition to consideration of mobility within the site 
and to the site, proposals may wish to also consider the potential for Tidewater to act as a 
regional anchor for electric vehicle charging infrastructure. 
 
Climate (carbon):  
Residential and commercial building construction, operation, and occupancy currently accounts 
for more than 40% of energy consumption in the US. Aware of the high energy consumption 
and its impact on the environment and operating costs, ETHOS is interested in exploring 
products and services that can improve the climate (carbon) profile of the Tidewater Landing 
development. Also, this topic area is particularly important as it directly relates to Rhode 
Island’s 2035 goal of reducing greenhouse gas emissions. Examples of broad solutions in this 
topic area include green building design, energy efficient light bulbs and appliances, and smart 
control systems. The energy supply solutions described above should align with the strategies 
described in this section.  
 
Resilience: 
Recent climate volatility has made resiliency, the ability to prepare for infrastructure outages 
and quickly return to full operations, an increasingly important topic for the social, 
environmental, and economic functionality of communities. For the economy specifically, the 
Federal Emergency Management Agency has found that every $1 invested in hazard mitigation 
saves the economy an average of $4. ETHOS believes that a similar cost-benefit ratio can exist 
for resiliency solutions for the Tidewater Landing development specifically. Example solutions in 
this topic area include microgrids and battery storage. 
 
Waste and Water:  
According to the EPA, Americans produce an average of 4.4 pounds of waste per person per 
day, a figure which has been steadily increasing. As part of vision to make Tidewater Landing a 
landmark sustainable development, ETHOS believes taking proactive steps towards reducing 
waste and water usage will not only serve to lessen environmental impact but also improve 
operating costs through lower disposal, utilities bills, etc. Examples of broad waste and water 
solutions include greywater systems and low flow appliances. 
 
Environmental Justice 
Please include information on how the proposed solutions would engage the Pawtucket 
community and address environmental impacts that affect the immediate frontline community 
of Pawtucket. 
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Green Finance 
As a large-scale real estate development project, Tidewater Landing will likely obtain capital 
from a range of sources, including government programs specifically dedicated for clean energy 
as well as private sources of capital that are exclusively dedicated to clean energy projects. As a 
part of the response to this RFI, interested parties should address how “green finance”, both 
private and public, can shape the overall project design. For example, inclusion of water quality 
improvements or emergency response telecommunications upgrades might enable the project 
to access sources of capital at below market costs. Please address how the proposed overall 
vision of the project leverages green finance. Also, please see Section IV. 4. below.  
 

IV. Response Format 

Respondents need not address all the smart energy topic areas outlined in this RFI. However, 
the response should highlight the topic areas the respondent can best address with its existing 
products and services. Respondents are encouraged to partner with other organizations in their 
responses if they feel it would be a value add to their response.  

Please ensure that the following areas are addressed in the response in the following order: 

1. Company history: A brief history of your company and business focus. 
 

2. Contacts: Contact information for the individuals within your company who are 
responsible for your submission. 
 

3. Smart energy topic areas: Highlight the smart energy topics areas addressed by 
outlining specific products and services offered by your company on this site in 
particular. We want to understand how your product(s) would fit in to development and 
what infrastructure choices may need to be considered on the front end.  
 

4. High-level business case: Our expectation is that proposed solutions will pay for 
themselves over a reasonable period of time. This portion of the response should 
explain how the proposed solution will do so. For each of the identified products and 
services please describe the key components of the business case from the perspective 
of a real estate developer. Although the business case can be qualitative, based on 
general characteristics of the Tidewater development, please include any relevant facts 
and figures to support the qualitative business case. To the greatest extent possible, we 
seek quantitative calculations, including excel based financial models.  
 
Consistent with the Green Finance topic area described in Section III, the high-level 
business case should specifically address the role that clean energy finance programs 
and incentives may play in reducing the costs of the project. For example, in Rhode 
Island, programs such as, Commercial Property Assessed Clean Energy (C-PACE) and 
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utility-administered energy efficiency programs (offered through National Grid) create 
opportunities to lower project costs.  

5. Case studies: For each of the identified products and services, provide at least one case
study example of its implementation. This may include examples of solutions provided
by other firms but should highlight the expertise of the respondent.

6. References: Provide 2-3 references of current or previous clients that we can contact.

V. Submission and Schedule

All submission for this RFI should be sent to project@ethoshub.org 

Questions about this RFI should be directed to project@ethoshub.org 

Responses are due April 9, 2021. 

Additional information about Tidewater Landing is available at: 

http://thetidewaterlanding.com/ 
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Context
This Master Plan for the Tidewater Landing mixed-use development 
has been prepared in support of Fortuitous Partners’ Development 
Plan application.  This document outlines the overall development 
objectives, constraints, and general implementation timelines for 
review by the City of Pawtucket Planning and Zoning and Riverfront 
Commissions.  

Over the last year, Fortuitous Partners has continued to work closely 
with the City of Pawtucket and State of Rhode Island to create a 
project that best meets the needs of the city, the environment, and 
the economic conditions.  The project recently won a Brownfield 
Economic Development grant from the Rhode Island Department 
of Environmental Management (RIDEM) to further explore 
the environmental conditions and move the project closer to 
implementation.  As the project continues to evolve, additional design 
will be completed and come before the Planning and Zoning and 
Riverfront Commissions for Development Plan review and approval.  
The goal is to have a transparent and collaborative partnership 
between Fortuitous Partners, the City of Pawtucket, the State of Rhode Island, and the residents of the surrounding neighborhoods that will ensure 
the success of this development and positive outcomes for all involved.

The Tidewater Landing development meets several of the City’s goals and objectives for the area as outlined in the 2016 Pawtucket Comprehensive 
Plan.  As a part of the Pawtucket Downtown Growth Center (PDGC), Tidewater Landing is a critical component of meeting the City’s economic 
development, environmental cleanup, recreational, and cultural objectives.  The project will increase the number of jobs and businesses, remediate 
contaminated property, and bring new cultural institutions to Pawtucket.  The master plan consists of a mix of residential and commercial uses and 
public spaces that will support an active downtown area and provide creative placemaking opportunities.

Introduction
The project area is comprised of roughly 25 acres located along the Seekonk River divided into two development sites:  the Tidewater Site on west 
side of the Seekonk River and the Division Site on the east side.  The Tidewater Site is generally bounded by Taft Street to the west, Division Street 
to the north, the Seekonk River to the east, and Tidewater Street to the south.  The Division Site is generally bounded by the Seekonk River to the 
west, Division Street to the north, Water Street to the east, and Festival Pier to the south. 
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In addition, the project area is located 
in the city’s Redevelopment Area, 
where efforts are continually made 
to eliminate blight and facilitate 
redevelopment to revitalize the city 
and increase job opportunities and tax 
revenue.  This project aligns with those 
goals and will be an economic catalyst 
for the Redevelopment Area and will 
complement the City of Pawtucket’s other 
initiatives.

The project is also located within 
the boundaries of the Urban Coastal 
Greenway’s Special Area Management 
Plan (UCG) as well as within a 
Development Zone.  The development 
of these parcels not only provides 
an economic opportunity, but an 
environmental opportunity as well by 
integrating floodplain redevelopment, 
stormwater management, public access 
to the waterfront, increased recreational 
development on the water, brownfield 
redevelopment, and habitat restoration.  
Together, the development of these 
27 acres will have a multifaceted 
transformative impact on Pawtucket.

Tidewater Site 

The west side of the site (“Tidewater”) will anchor the entire project.  A new multipurpose stadium with complementary uses is proposed.  This 
unique attraction will become a regional driver of tourism and economic opportunity. 

The Tidewater site includes three parcels.  The southern two parcels (65/0662 and 54/0826) are owned by The Narragansett Electric Company 
(National Grid).  An administrative subdivision of two National Grid parcels will modify the parcel boundaries.  A reconfigured parcel 58/0826, 
comprised of approximately 8.5 acres, will be leased to Fortuitous Partners for the new stadium along with surface parking south of the stadium 
and a public plaza north of the stadium.  The reconfigured parcel 65/0662 is approximately 3.30 acres and will be retained by National Grid.  This 
portion of the parcel is not part of the Fortuitous Master Plan.  National Grid does intend to construct a maintenance road east of the stadium 
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Tidewater Landing Masterplan – Tidewater Site
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which will serve as a riverwalk.  Agreements between the City and National Grid are anticipated which will provide public access over the National 
Grid riverwalk.

Tidewater Site Parcels

Plat & Lot Owner Description Address Existing Zoning Acreage

Tidewater Site
54/0827 City of Pawtucket Tidewater – North Side Taft Street RD1 5.35
54/08261 The Narragansett Electric Company Tidewater – Stadium Site Taft Street RD1 8.50
65/06621,2 The Narragansett Electric Company Tidewater – Stadium Site 200 Taft Street RD1 0.00

Subtotal Tidewater Site 13.85
1 Parcel areas reflect proposed reconfigured parcel areas.
2 Reconfigured parcel 65/0662 acreage (3.3 acres) excluded from this Master Plan.

The stadium will be designed to accommodate the specific requirements for a United Soccer League 
Championship (USL) soccer club and will be the home of Rhode Island’s new USL Championship 
franchise.  The stadium field will be designed to accommodate other sports, such as lacrosse, 
football, field hockey, and rugby to host additional sporting events.  The venue is also anticipated 
to host concerts and other non-sporting events.  The initial stadium construction will include 
approximately 11,000 seats with plans to scale up to 15,000 seats as demand supports expansion.

A synthetic turf field will be positioned in the preferred north-south orientation and most of the seats 
located on the west side of the stadium will have desirable river views away from the setting sun.  
The design has been oriented to optimize views both into and out of the stadium.  The stadium will 
have various plaza spaces with superior views of the river, bridges, and downtown and will be able 
to accommodate a variety of functions on non-game days such as civic groups, wedding receptions, 
and parties.  A surface parking lot will be constructed on the south end of the site to serve these 
uses.

By designing multifunctionality into the site, the project provides a dynamic location that can 
be adapted based on market demand, ensuring that it will remain an active and thriving space 
throughout its lifetime.  The activity generated by the stadium will also feed other development on 
the Tidewater site and across the river.

Parcel Map illustrating project parcels



Tidewater Landing – illustrative perspective rendering looking north up Seekonk River 



Illustrative rendering of Public Plaza between stadium and mixed-use building



Illustrative rendering of Public Riverwalk outside of the stadium
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North of the stadium on land owned by the City of Pawtucket, the developer has executed a long-term ground lease with the City.  The developer 
intends to build a mixed-use building with multifamily apartments, restaurant and retail space, and a parking garage to support the building uses 
and some of the event traffic.  The approach to parking and traffic is discussed in further detail in subsequent sections of this document.  A large 
event plaza (pictured above) between the stadium and the mixed-use building is anticipated to be open to the public and utilized for outdoor 
events such as art festivals, food festivals, farmers markets, and other public uses.

Along the river’s edge, a corridor ranging from 50 to 75 feet wide will remain to allow for a beautifully articulated Riverwalk.  The riverfront will 
become accessible and enticing to visitors with new walkways, plazas, boardwalks, and park space.  The Riverwalk aligns with the goals, objectives, 
and policies set forth in the Pawtucket Comprehensive Plan by increasing the amount of available public recreation areas and creating walking and 
biking links on the riverfront. 

The Riverwalk construction complements the city’s improvement projects on the waterfront.  The existing town landing site on the north side of the 
property is scheduled to be reconstructed separately in 2021; the existing boat launch will be reconstructed; and the bulkhead along the waterfront 
will be rebuilt.  Additionally, the town landing park will remain and will be improved as part of the Riverwalk enhancements.  Together, these 
improvements create a cohesive riverfront recreational area that will connect to the Division Site.

Division Site

On the east side of the river, the developer has executed a long-term ground lease with the City on three City-owned parcels (Division Site).  The 
table below provides the details of these parcels, which are collectively referred to as the Division Street Site.

Division Site Parcels

Plat & Lot Owner Description Address Existing Zoning Acreage
Division Street Site

23/0673 City of Pawtucket Division Street School Street RD1 2.52

23/0672 City of Pawtucket Division Street School Street RD3 1.03

23/0599 City of Pawtucket Division Street 45 Division St. RD3 7.46
Subtotal Division Street Site 11.01

The Division Site will be transformed with the development of a mixed-use residential, retail, restaurant, and commercial office spaces.  The 
masterplan includes a new hotel and indoor event center that would be located on the corner of Division Street and Portuguese Social Club Way.  
Due to impacts from the COVID19 pandemic, these two components of the project are currently anticipated to be constructed in a second phase, 
when the hospitality and youth sports markets rebound.  The events center is anticipated to be used for indoor sporting events, conventions, and 
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occasional arena-style concerts or 
sporting events.  The mixture of uses 
in Phases 1 and 2 will complement 
each other well to create a Live-Work-
Play environment. 

The Division Site development will be 
directly connected to the Tidewater 
site via a pedestrian bridge, providing 
a vital connection to Tidewater.  
This connection allows visitors to 
flow between the two sites without 
needing to drive and park.  The 
Division Site will have its own parallel 
Riverwalk that will connect to the 
city-owned Festival Pier to the south.  
Again, the connection enhances 
the use and experience of both 
the pier and the Division Site.  The 
Division Site Riverwalk includes a new 
boardwalk that spans a tidal wetland 
along the riverfront, a new overlook 
park, and an amphitheater area on 
the northern end of the site.  Like the 
Tidewater Riverwalk, this area fits in 
with the goals, objectives, and policies 
in the Pawtucket Comprehensive 
Plan by increasing public access 
to the riverfront.  In addition to 
the pedestrian amenities on the 
Riverwalk, improvements to the streetscape along the frontage roads will provide better pedestrian connections to the surrounding neighborhood.

The Division Site contains a significant grade change of about 60 feet from the river’s edge to the intersection of Portuguese Social Club Way 
and School Street.  The elevation change allows for multiple stories of river and stadium views.  Buildings will be sited along School Street and 
Portuguese Social Club Way where the grades are highest.  Along the lower level of the site, restaurant and retail spaces are envisioned to have 
fantastic views of the river and new Riverwalk amenities.  Parking for the residential apartments is anticipated under the building along School 
Street.  The garage will be built into the hillside, aiding the transition of the grade from School Street down to the surface parking between 
residential buildings.  

Tidewater Masterplan – Division Street Site
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